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RIGHT-HANDED VECTOR V AND AXIAL ACOUPLINGS IN WEAK INTERACTIONSWiesªaw SobkówInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WroªawPl. M. Born 9, 50-204 Wroªaw, Polande-mail: Sobkow�rose.ift.uni.wro.pl(Reeived Otober 19, 1999; �nal version reeived April 17, 2000)In this paper a senario admitting the partiipation of the right-handedvetor VR and axial AR ouplings with the onservation of the left-handedstandard (V;A)L ouplings is onsidered. The researh is based on themuon apture by proton. We onsider muon apture at the level of theFermi theory, whose Hamiltonian desribes the four-fermion point (ontat)interation. Neutrinos are assumed to be massive and to be Dira fermions.We propose neutrino observables, it means transverse omponents of theneutrino polarization, both T -odd and T -even. That would be a test veri-fying the partiipation of the (V;A)R ouplings in muon apture. The mea-surements of nulear observables and of longitudinal neutrino polarizationdo not o�er suh possibilities beause of the suppressing of interferenesbetween the (V;A)L and (V;A)R ouplings aused by the neutrino mass.Using the urrent data from �-deay and inverse �-deay, the magnitude ofe�ets oming from the transverse omponents of the neutrino polarizationan be determined. Our onsiderations are model-independent. We givethe lower bound of 305 GeV on the mass of the right-handed gauge boson.This limit is ompatible with the urrent bounds on the mass of the WRreeived from the weak interation proesses at low energy.PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 14.60.Ef, 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St1. IntrodutionThe present theory of weak interations (the Standard Model of ele-troweak interations [1�3℄) desribes only what has been measured so far.These are, most of all, the measurements of nulear observables and of ob-servables for massive leptons. It means the measurement of the eletron he-liity [4℄, the indiret measurement of the neutrino heliity [5℄, the asymme-try in the distribution of the eletrons from �-deay [6℄, the experiment withmuon deay on�rming parity violation [7℄. Basing their inferenes on these(1709)



1710 W. Sobkówresults, among others, Feynman, Gell-Mann and Sudarshan, Marshak [8, 9℄established that only left-handed vetor V , axial A ouplings are involved inweak interations beause this yields the maximum symmetry breaking un-der spae inversion, under harge onjugation; the two-omponent neutrinotheory of negative heliity; the onservation of the ombined symmetry CPand of the lepton number. The Fermi Hamiltonian, being low-energy ap-proximation of the Salam�Weinberg model, has thus a vetor�axial (V �A)struture, and the three remaining salar S, tensor T , pseudosalar P ou-plings are eliminated by the assumption that only left-handed states antake part. The V �A theory has a hiral symmetry.The investigation of the ompleteness of the Lorentz struture and of thehandedness struture of weak interations at low energies an be redued totwo main senarios. The �rst oneption assumes the partiipation of thesalar S, tensor T and pseudosalar P ouplings in addition to the standardvetor V and axial A ouplings. Wu [10℄ indiated expliitly that possibility.Aording to her, both left-handed (V;A)L ouplings and exoti right-handed(S; T; P )R ouplings may be responsible for the negative eletron heliityobserved in �-deay. Mursula et al. [11℄ analyzed all the available data onthe harged leptoni weak interations while testing di�erent models whihadmit the partiipation of additional (S; T; P ) ouplings beside the standard(V;A) ouplings.The other oneption assumes that the right-handed vetor VR and ax-ial AR ouplings partiipate in weak interations beside left-handed stan-dard (V;A)L ouplings. This senario is studied and analyzed in this work.There are many theoretial and experimental papers devoted to this prob-lem. The models with SU(2)L�SU(2)R�U(1) as the gauge group emerged�rst in the framework of a lass of grand uni�ed theories (GUT) [12℄. Themanifest left-right symmetry model [13℄ predits the existene of the addi-tional heavy vetor bosons of the masses muh larger than the masses ofthe bosons of the Standard Model. Bég onsidered the bounds on the ad-mixtures of the right-handed urrents obtained from the measurements ofthe lepton polarization in semileptoni deays and by the determination ofthe parameters haraterizing the spetrum in muon deay. Herzeg modelis the generalization of the manifest left-right symmetri model, in whihthe fermions ouple to distint harged gauge-boson �elds WL and WR withthe di�erent oupling onstants gL and gR, respetively [14℄. The e�e-tive Hamiltonian has the struture of the four-fermion point interation, forboth muon deay and semileptoni proesses. There are many experimen-tal onstraints on the possible mass of the right-handed vetor bosons WRobtained from weak interation proesses at low energy and from high en-ergy ollider experiments. The lower mass limits for the WR reeived at theTevatron ollider are MR � 652 GeV (95% CL, CDF-ollaboration [15℄) and



Right-Handed Vetor V and Axial A Couplings: : : 1711MR � 720 GeV (95% CL, D0-ollaboration [16℄), respetively. The lowerbound obtained from K0�K0 mass di�erene isMR � 1:6 TeV [17℄. Jodidioet al. [18℄ measured the positron spetrum from muon deay, whih allowedthem to give the lower bound of 432 GeV (90% CL) on the possible mass of anew vetor boson. Maalampi et al. [19℄ explored the struture of the hargedleptoni weak urrents in the framework of the SU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1)models. They �tted the parameters of this model to experimental resultsobtained from pseudosalar meson deay, muon deay, nulear �-deay andinverse muon deay. It allowed them to determine the values of the massratio of the harged gauge bosons and the mixing angle. Shul'gina [20℄ intro-dued the admixtures of the right-handed (V;A)R urrents into the intera-tion lagrangian, whih helped to explain, e.g., the neutron paradox. Reentmeasurements of the longitudinal polarization of the positrons emitted bythe polarized 107In and 12N nulei gave the lower limit of 306 GeV (90% CL)on the mass of the right-handed gauge boson [21℄. The reommended loweronstraint on the mass of the additional gauge boson is MR > 549 GeV [22℄.Zraªek et al. [23℄ onsidered the possibility of the existene of neutrino mag-neti moments in the framework of the left-right symmetry models. Thatould be espeially interesting in the ontext of the solar neutrino de�it.However, all these limits are model-dependent and they an be onsider-ably weakened. The stringent bound MR � 1:6 TeV an be relaxed to the300 GeV range [24,25℄ if one assumes that the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawamatrix elements for the right-handed quarks and for the left-handed quarksare not idential, and also that the SU(2)L;R gauge oupling onstants aredistint, gL 6= gR. Therefore one should give the bounds for the nonstandard(V;A)R ouplings without model assumptions [26℄. There are the present lim-its on all possible oupling onstants obtained from normal muon deay andinverse muon deay [22℄.However, to verify uniquely a senario admitting the possible partii-pation of the right-handed (V;A)R ouplings beside the standard (V;A)Louplings in weak interations at low energies, one proposes neutrino ob-servables in the proess of �-apture by proton. Both T -odd and T -eventransverse omponents of the neutrino polarization are taken into aount.Only in the quantities of this type the interferene terms between the stan-dard (V;A)L and nonstandard (V;A)R ouplings appear and they do notdepend expliite on the neutrino mass. It is analogial to the situationanalyzed by Lee and Yang in �-deay [27℄. They proposed an observablewhih was pseudosalar under spae inversion to determine uniquely if par-ity is violated. Only in this quantity interferenes between ouplings for theparity-onserving interations C and the parity-nononserving interationsC 0 an appear. Using the urrent data from �-deay and inverse �-deay,the magnitude of e�ets oming from the transverse omponents of the neu-



1712 W. Sobkówtrino polarization an be determined. At the end, we an derive the lowerlimit on the mass of the right-handed gauge bosons (assuming, for example,manifest left-right symmetry).Reently Sromiki [28℄ measured the CP-odd transverse eletron polar-ization in 8Li �-deay. The �nal results indiated the ompatibility with theStandard Model predition and CP-onservation in �-deay. Armbruster etal. [29℄ measured the energy spetrum of eletron neutrinos �e from �-deayat rest in the KARMEN experiment using the reation 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:.They determined the upper limit of jgSRL + 2gTRLj � 0:78 (90% CL) onthe possible interferene term between salar S and tensor T ouplings.Abe et al. [30℄ searhed for T -odd transverse omponents of the muon po-larization in K+ ! �0 + �+ + �� deay at rest. They pointed out that theontribution to this observable from the Standard Model is of the order of10�7, so nonzero values of this quantity would indiate the beginning of newphysis beyond the Standard Model. In our ase, there is no ontributionto the transverse neutrino polarization from the Standard Model (masslessDira neutrinos), so nonzero values of suh observable would be the uniqueproof of the partiipation of the (V;A)R ouplings and of the prodution ofthe right-handed neutrinos. These last experiments made at high preisionshow that the problem of the ompleteness of the Lorentz struture and ofthe handedness struture of weak interations is still explored.The purpose of this paper is motivated by the desire to test how right-handed vetor VR and axial AR ouplings with the partiipation of left-handed standard (V;A)L ouplings enter di�erent observables suh as: lon-gitudinal and transverse neutron polarization, longitudinal neutrino polar-ization and, most of all, transverse neutrino polarization.The struture of the work is as follows: Set. 2 onentrates on the qual-itative desription of muon apture and on the assumptions onerning thealulations. In Set. 3 the results obtained for the transverse, longitudinalneutron polarization and longitudinal neutrino polarization, among others,are presented. In Set. 4 the results for the transverse neutrino polarizationare dealt with. Set. 5 gives the onlusions. In these onsiderations thesystem of natural units with ~ =  = 1, Dira Hermitian matries � andthe four-plus metri are used [31℄.2. Muon apture by protonThe researh is based on the reation of the muon apture by proton��+ p! n+ ��. In the Standard Model it is a oherent low-energy proessat the lepton-quark level. The typial energy transfer is of the order of1 MeV and therefore the spae-time area within the interations oinideswith the size of the muoni atom, beause of that both hadrons and leptons



Right-Handed Vetor V and Axial A Couplings: : : 1713partiipating in this proess are point objets. In the light of the above muonapture is onsidered at the level of the Fermi theory, whose Hamiltoniandesribes the loal, derivative-free, lepton-number-onserving, four-fermionpoint (ontat) interation. Right-handed (V;A)R ouplings are assumedto take part in muon apture in addition to left-handed standard (V;A)Louplings. The oupling onstants are denoted as CLV , CLA and CRV , CRArespetively to the neutrino handedness.H�� = CLV (	��(1 + 5)	�)(	n�	p) (1)+ CLA(	�i5�(1 + 5)	�)(	ni5�	p)+ CRV (	��(1� 5)	�)(	n�	p)+ CRA(	�i5�(1� 5)	�)(	ni5�	p) ;where 	�; 	� ; 	p; 	n � Dira bispinors for the muon, muoni neutrino, pro-ton and neutron. The above Hamiltonian an be derived from the one byLee and Yang [27℄, when the following expression is put CV + CV 05 =CLV (1 + 5) + CRV (1 � 5); CA + CA05 = CLA(1 + 5) + CRA(1 � 5), whereCLV = (CV +CV 0)=2; CRV = (CV �CV 0)=2; CLA = (CA+CA0)=2; CRA = (CA�CA0)=2; CV ; CA; CV 0 ; CA0 - the vetor and axial ouplings for the parity-onserving interations and the parity-nononserving interations. The re-maining ouplings are omitted CS = CS0 = CP = CP 0 = CT = CT 0 = 0.The Fermi Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), an be modi�ed if one puts CLV � CLA5 =(CLV �CLA)(1 + 5)=2 + (CLV +CLA)(1� 5)=2; CRV +CRA5 = (CRV +CRA)(1 +5)=2+(CRV �CRA)(1�5)=2, and then, one obtains the e�etive Hamiltonianof the form:H�� = CLV �CLA2 (	��(1 + 5)	�)(	n�(1 + 5)	p) (2)+ CLV + CLA2 (	��(1 + 5)	�)(	n�(1� 5)	p)+ CRV + CRA2 (	��(1� 5)	�)(	n�(1 + 5)	p)+ CRV � CRA2 (	��(1� 5)	�)(	n�(1� 5)	p) :Muoni neutrinos are assumed to be massive and of Dira nature. Thenonrelativisti approximation is applied both for the nuleons and the muonin the 1s state. To desribe muon apture the following observables are used:~P� � the initial muon polarization in the 1s state, ~S� � the operator ofthe neutrino spin, ~q � the momentum of the outgoing neutrino, ~Jn � theoperator of the neutron spin. ~P� and ~q are assumed to be perpendiular toeah other. To illustrate the alulation method the de�nition of the T -even



1714 W. Sobkówomponents of the transverse neutrino polarization is given h~S� � ~̂P �if �Tr[~S� � ~̂P ��f ℄, where �f � the density operator of the �nal state (neutrino�neutron), ~̂P � � the diretion of the muon polarization in the 1s state. Thealulations are made with the Redue omputer program.3. Longitudinal and transverse neutron non-polarization andlongitudinal neutrino non-polarizationIn this setion the results for the longitudinal and transverse neutronpolarization and for the longitudinal neutrino polarization are presented.The �nal results are as follows:h~̂q � ~Jnif = j ��(0) j24� ( qE� j CLA j2 � j CRA j2 �+Re " 2 qM + qE!�CRV CR�A � CLV CL�A �+ m�E qM �CRV CL�A � CLV CR�A �#) ; (3)D ~Jn � � ~̂P� � ~̂q�Ef = j ��(0) j24� j ~P�jIm( qE + qM!�CRV CR�A � CLV CL�A �+ m�E qM �CRV CL�A � CLV CR�A � CLACR�A � CLV CR�V �) ;(4)h~S� � ~̂qif = j ��(0) j24� (Re" qM �CLV CL�A � CRV CR�A �+ m�E qM �CLV CR�A � CRV CL�A �#+ 12 qE + q2M!� j CRV j2 � j CLV j2 �+ 32 qE + q2M!� j CRA j2 � j CLA j2 �) ; (5)



Right-Handed Vetor V and Axial A Couplings: : : 1715where, ��(0) � the value of the large radial omponent of the muon Dirabispinor for r = 0, ~̂q � the diretion of the neutrino momentum, j ~P�j �the value of the muon polarization in the 1s state, q=2M � the momentumorretions, q; E;m� ;M � the value of the neutrino momentum, its energy,its mass and the nuleon mass, respetively.It an be notied that in these observables the ourrene of the interfer-enes between the right-handed (V;A)R and left-handed (V;A)L ouplingsdepends expliite on the muoni neutrino mass. Thus, the so-alled �onspir-ay� of interferene terms appears here. This �onspiray� makes the mea-surement of the relative phase between these two oupling types impossiblebeause a very small mass of the neutrino (m� < 0:17 MeV CL = 90% [22℄)at its high energy (E� ' 100 MeV) suppresses suh an interferene in pra-tie. The additional interferene attenuation is further aused by the mo-mentum orretions. The fator (m�=E)(q=M) ' 17 � 10�5 is very small.We an see that new interferene ontributions an not be deteted at thepresent level of experimental preision. Longitudinal neutrino polarizationbehaves as a typial nulear quantity. The �onspiray� of interferene termsaused by the neutrino mass ours here. The measurement of this observ-able would not allow the unique determination of the possible partiipationof the (V;A)R ouplings. Therefore, the observables in whih suh di�ultiesdo not appear are proposed.4. Why transverse omponents of neutrino polarization?In this setion the results for two T -odd neutrino observables and forone T -even neutrino quantity are given. All these three ases onern thetransverse neutrino polarization. In pratie, that would mean the measure-ments of the omponents of the neutrino polarization perpendiular to itsdiretion of momentum. The �nal results are as follows:D~S� � ( ~̂P � � ~̂q)Ef= j ��(0) j24� j ~P�jIm( qE + qM!�CLACR�A � CLV CR�V �) ; (6)D~S� � ( ~Jn � ~̂q)Ef = j ��(0) j24� Im( qE + qM!�CRV CL�A � CLV CR�A �+ qM CLV CR�V + �2 qE + qM �CLACR�A+ m�E qM �CRV CR�A � CLV CL�A �) ; (7)



1716 W. SobkówD~S� � ~̂P �Ef = j ��(0) j24� j ~P�j(Re" 1 + qE qM!�CLVCR�V � CLACR�A �#+ 12m�E � j CRV j2 � j CRA j2 + j CLV j2 � j CLA j2 �) : (8)The obtained result, Eq. (6), onsists exlusively of the interferene termsbetween the left-handed standard (V;A)L ouplings and the right-handednonstandard (V;A)R ouplings, whose ourrene does not depend expliiteon the muoni neutrino mass. It an be understood as the interferenebetween the neutrino waves of negative and positive hirality. It reatesthe possibility of measuring the relative phase between the two ouplingtypes. In the next observables, Eq. (7) and (8), we have the additionaldependene on the neutrino mass whih ours only at the terms of thetype: j CRV j2; j CRA j2; j CLV j2; j CLA j2; CRV CR�A ; CLV CL�A . It gives a very smallontribution in the relation to the main one oming from the interferenesbetween the (V;A)L and (V;A)R ouplings. There is no ontribution to theseobservables from the Standard Model, in whih neutrinos are massless.Now, we will express our oupling onstants CL;RV;A by Fetsher's ou-plings g�� [26℄ assuming the universality of weak interations. The induedouplings generated by the dressing of hadrons are negleted as their pres-ene does not hange qualitatively the onlusions about transverse neu-trino polarization. Here,  = S; V; T indiates a salar, vetor, tensor in-teration; �; �=L, R indiate the hirality of the eletron or muon and theneutrino hiralities are uniquely determined for given ; �; �. We get thefollowing relations: CLV = A(gVLL + gVRL); �CLA = A(gVLL � gVRL); CRV =A(gVLR + gVRR); CRA = A(gVLR � gVRR), where A � (4GF =p2) os �; GF =1:16639(1) � 10�5GeV�2 [22℄ is the Fermi oupling onstant, � is the Cab-bibo angle (os � = 0:9740 � 0:0010 [22℄). We an derive the ontributionsoming from the CL;RV;A oupling onstants in �-apture, using the urrentdata [22℄: jCLV j > 0:850A; jCLAj > 1:070A; jCRV j < 0:093A; jCRA j < 0:027A.From the above, we an see that the e�ets of the transverse neutrino po-larization onneted with the right-handed (V;A)R ouplings may be of theorder of 7%. This value is model-independent. In this way, we an give thelower limit of MR � 305 GeV on the mass of the right-handed vetor bosonWR (for manifest left-right symmetry, m� = 0, without WL�WR mixing). Itis ompatible with the urrent bounds on the mass of the WR reeived fromthe weak interation proesses at low energy [22℄.



Right-Handed Vetor V and Axial A Couplings: : : 1717When the neutrinos are massive and only standard (V;A)L ouplingspartiipate in muon apture, the transverse omponents of the neutrino po-larization ould be observed in both ases:D~S� � ( ~Jn � ~̂q)Ef = � j ��(0) j24� m�E qM Im�CLV CL�A � ; (9)D~S� � ~̂P �Ef = j ��(0) j28� j ~P�jm�E � j CLV j2 � j CLA j2 � : (10)However, we an see that the eventual e�et of the nonzero transverse om-ponents of the neutrino polarization onneted with the neutrino mass wouldbe muh weaker than the one oming from the nonstandard ouplings. Insuh a senario, the observable determined by the Eq. (6) always equals zero,h~S� � ( ~̂P �� ~̂q)if = 0. Beause the diret measurement of the transverse neu-trino polarization in ��-apture by proton is very di�ult now, one proposesto use the muoni neutrino�eletron elasti sattering �� + e� ! e� + ��to detet the e�ets of the transverse neutrino polarization onneted withthe nonstandard ouplings. From the di�erential ross setion for this pro-ess the possible neutrino�eletron orrelations in terms of the longitudinaland transverse neutrino polarization will be seen [32℄ (in preparation). Ob-serving the hange in the distribution of the eletrons in relation to thedistribution with standard neutrino, one would obtain a lear signal of thenonzero values of the transverse neutrino polarization. Maalampi et al. [19℄onsidered the presene of muoni neutrinos of a given initial polarizationin the inverse muon deay. In the future the experimental veri�ation of thehypothesis onerning the transverse omponents of the neutrino polariza-tion ould be arried out by the Fermi laboratory. Currently at Fermilab,the BooNE experiment [33�35℄ (The Booster Neutrino Experiment) with theintense neutrino soure is designed to searh for the muoni neutrino osil-lations, the mass di�erene, the mixing angle, the CP violation in the lep-ton setor, the muon�neutrino disappearane signal, the neutrino magnetimoment, and the heliity struture of the weak neutral urrent. This exper-iment will also look for the non-osillation neutrino physis using, amongothers, the neutrino�eletron elasti sattering. At Fermilab, essentially allof muon�neutrinos ome from �+-deay. However, on the quark level, in ��-apture and �+-deay, there is the same semileptoni interation. Thereforethe onlusions regarding transverse neutrino polarization in ��-apture arealso orret for the muon�neutrinos oming from �+-deay.



1718 W. Sobków5. ConlusionsThe measurements of the T -odd, Eq. (6), transverse omponents of theneutrino polarization ould verify the possibility of the right-handed (V;A)Rouplings partiipation in weak interations. They would also be the proofof the prodution of the right-handed neutrinos. As far as the T -odd om-ponents of the transverse neutrino polarization are onerned, one wouldalso obtain a proof of the symmetry breaking under time inversion T (CP)in a semileptoni proess. The measurement of longitudinal neutrino po-larization does not o�er suh possibilities beause of the suppressing of in-terferenes between the (V;A)L and (V;A)R ouplings aused by the neu-trino mass. In this way, that will always lead to the ompatibility with theStandard Model. The similar regularity an be observed in nulear observ-ables: longitudinal, transverse neutron polarization and also probability ofmuon apture, and the quantities of only this type are measured today. TheBooNE experiment, whih is now being onstruted, will be able to measurethe nonstandard neutrino�eletron orrelations using the ��+ e� ! e�+��proess. This experiment will be started in the year 2001.I am greatly indebted to Prof. S. Ciehanowiz for many useful and help-ful disussions and his interest in my researh. I owe muh to Prof. M. Zraªekfor interesting ritial remarks.REFERENCES[1℄ S.L. Glashow, Nul. Phys. 22, 579 (1961).[2℄ S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 19, 1264 (1967).[3℄ A. Salam, Elementary Partile Theory, N. Svartholm, Almquist and Wiksells,Stokholm 1969, p. 367.[4℄ H. Frauenfelder et al., Phys. Rev. 106, 386 (1957).[5℄ M. Goldhaber et al., Phys. Rev. 109, 1015 (1958).[6℄ C.S. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. 105, 1413 (1957); 106, 1361 (1957).[7℄ R.L. Garwin et al., Phys. Rev. 105, 1415 (1957).[8℄ R.P. Feynman, M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 109, 193 (1958).[9℄ E.C.G. Sudarshan, R. E. Marshak, Phys. Rev. 109, 1860 (1958).[10℄ C.S. Wu, S.A. Moszkowski, Beta Deay, Wiley, New York 1966, p. 163.[11℄ K. Mursula et al., Nul. Phys. B219, 321 (1983).[12℄ J.C. Pati, A. Salam, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31, 661 (1973); Phys. Rev. D10,275 (1974); R.N. Mohapatra, J.C. Pati, Phys. Rev. D11, 566, 2558 (1974);G. Senjanovi¢, R.N. Mohapatra, Phys. Rev. D12, 1502 (1975); R.N. Mohap-atra, R.E. Marshak, Phys. Lett. B91, 222 (1980).
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